ATTITUDES AND SOCIAL COGNITION
Cognitive Mediation of Inconsistency Discounting
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Two experiments examined the effects of inconsistency and credibility information
in a complex, multiple source, multiple communication criminal trial setting. The
source of the inconsistent testimony was low in credibility. The testimony
structure was manipulated such that association of the sources with the content
of their testimony was facilitated (high person focus) or disrupted (low person
focus). Subjects-jurors read testimony, rendered verdicts, and attempted to recall
the testimony. Experiment 1 demonstrated that jurors' processing of unreliable
testimony was influenced by the person focus manipulation. Discounting of
inconsistent testimony was likely under conditions of high but not low person
focus. Experiment 2 examined the relation between jurors' spontaneous cognitive
reactions at encoding and the jurors' verdicts. Only high person focus jurors
discounted the inconsistent testimony at encoding. The results suggest that
discounting occurs in the context of jurors generating an integrated cognitive
representation of the trial events that is a function of both the actual testimony
items and jurors' own spontaneous inferences. Several other information processing
consequences, such as organization of recall and memory for consistent and
inconsistent testimony items were also examined. These data are considered in
terms of their implications for recent cognitive elaboration models and models of
juror decision making.

How information that is consistent or inconsistent with prior expectations (e.g., person
impressions, stereotypes, attitudes) is represented in memory and how that representation affects judgments is a fundamental issue
in social cognition (Crocker, Hannah, & Weber, 1983; Hastie & Kumar, 1979; Judd &
Kulik, 1980; Johnson & Judd, 1983; Rothbart, Evans, & Fulero, 1979; Srull, 1981;
Weber & Crocker, 1983; Wyer & Gordon,
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1982). Nowhere are such processes more
relevant than in the predeliberation task of
jurors. Jurors are presented with testimony
from several witnesses concerning a number
of different evidence issues and are responsible
for evaluating and synthesizing the testimony
in the service of reaching a verdict. In addition, the adversarial nature of our legal system
ensures that conflicting views of the truth
will be presented. Such inconsistencies must
be resolved before a verdict can be reached.
In the criminal trial setting in which multiple sources (i.e., witnesses) provide multiple
communications (i.e., answer a number of
questions), the evaluation of source credibility
information and the association of sources
with the content of their testimony are critical
components of the juror's predeliberation
task. Evaluation of inconsistent testimony,
say, from a low credibility source may have
very different effects when the inconsistent
testimony items are correctly associated with
their source than when they are not.
In the present research, we examined the
impact of inconsistent testimony and credi-
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bility information in a legal trial format
under conditions that either facilitated associating sources with the content of their testimony or interfered with this association.
Testimony was presented by 4 witnesses, each
of whom was identified by name, and whose
relationship to the defendant was revealed
during the trial. Lawyers questioned witnesses
in such a way as to focus jurors' attention
either on witnesses (e.g., witnesses were questioned one at a time and separately from
other witnesses) or on evidence issues (e.g.,
all witnesses were questioned about one evidence issue, such as motive, before any witness was questioned about a different evidence
issue, such as opportunity). We refer to these
two forms of testimony presentation as a
manipulation of person focus. The conditions
described refer to high and low person focus,
respectively.
Inconsistency was established as jurors read
through the testimony of the majority of
witnesses. That is, 3 witnesses, who had no
vested interest in the outcome of the case,
provided testimony that was consistent with
each other (e.g., all imply that the defendant
was guilty). A fourth witness provided testimony inconsistent with this majority (e.g.,
that the defendant was at the movies at the
time of the crime and that he had no motive
to commit the crime). Importantly, this deviant witness bore a special personal relationship with the defendant, rendering the testimony suspicious and potentially discountable.
For example, when the preponderance of
evidence suggested guilt, jurors learned that
it was the defendant's sister who provided the
inconsistent, absolving testimony. This witness, because of her relationship to the defendant, would be likely to have ulterior motives
for providing inconsistent testimony, thus
reducing her credibility as a reliable source.
Only under high person focus conditions,
where source information was presented contiguously with the content of a source's testimony, should there be a strong association
between the low source information and the
inconsistent items in the jurors' stimulus
field.
Previous judgment research has shown that
contradictory information from a low credibility source is discounted (Birnbaum & Steg-

ner, 1979; Rosenbaum & Levin, 1968, 1969).
Past explanations for discounting have typically appealed to the concept of reduced
weight and offered no consideration of the
cognitive processes that mediate the judgment
effects (N. H. Anderson, 1967; N. H. Anderson & Jacobson, 1965; Hendrick & Constantani, 1970; Kaplan, 1973). They deal exclusively with the functional effects of inconsistency discounting on judgments and do not
involve an analysis of how inconsistent information is cognitively represented. The primary goal of the present research is to examine cognitive processes associated with
discounting effects.
Our experimental paradigm is a bit more
complex than the typical person memory
paradigm. The typical paradigm involves serial presentation of behaviors that are consistent or inconsistent with a prior impression
of an isolated target person and focuses on
the measurement of recall. In such studies
the source of the behavioral statements is
never identified. Subjects are left to assume
that all of the behaviors were actually performed by the target person as they have no
reason to question the validity of inconsistent
items. The typical finding is that inconsistent
items are favored in recall (Crocker et al.,
1983; Hastie, 1980, 1984; Hastie & Kumar,
1979; Hemsley & Marmurek, 1982; Srull,
1981; Wyer & Gordon, 1982).
The role of memory shifts in a fundamental
way when the stimulus field contains more
than one person, as in the present criminal
trial context. Not only is recall for the testimony items important, but the association
between the source and the content of the
testimony becomes crucial. The importance
of keeping sources distinct puts a greater
demand on the memory system. Source information provides a vital key to interpreting
the validity of a witness' testimony. In addition, unlike the previous research in which
subjects were provided with a series of disjointed items and no event that causally ties
the items together, in the present research
each item must be evaluated for its implications for the ensuing verdict. Jurors attempt
to reconstruct the criminal event as accurately
as possible. Thus, each item is considered in
the context of a criminal trial, and the trial
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itself provides the event to tie the items
together.
The two experiments reported in this article
explored the relation between stimulus field
organization (person focus) and several information processing consequences (i.e., memory
for and organization of the testimony, jurors'
spontaneous cognitive elaborations, and jurors' verdicts). In addition, they examined
memory for consistent and inconsistent information in a complex multiple source, multiple communication setting.
Theoretical Framework
Two sets of theoretical issues guided this
research. The previous work on inconsistency
and memory was not conducted in a multiple
source, multiple communication context.
Consequently it is necessary to review research
relevant to the cognitive organization of such
complex stimulus fields. What processes lead
to the cognitive individuation of each source?
The second set of issues pertain to how these
person categories, when available, are used
in making judgments. Recent cognitive elaboration models have been developed that
view memory and judgment as interleaved
processes.
Person Organization
Our specific emphasis is on the role of
person categories in cognitively organizing
multiple source, multiple communication
stimulus events. Associative network theories
of memory (J. R. Anderson & Bower, 1973;
Collins & Loftus, 1975; Wyer & Srull, 1981)
provide a convenient language for describing
cognitive organization. According to this
framework, consistent and inconsistent information known about a person is represented
as a set of connected pathways between the
person and units of knowledge about the
person (Hastie, 1980, 1984; Srull, 1981; Ostrom, Lingle, Pryor, & Geva, 1980). Ostrom,
Pryor, and Simpson (1981) and Pryor and
Ostrom (1981) outlined a theory of person
organization that extended this framework to
the multiple person, multiple communication
situation.
In the present criminal trial setting it is
important that jurors cognitively individuate
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the witnesses if they are to evaluate the
inconsistent testimony appropriately. That is,
when asked for a verdict, if jurors have not
associated the unreliable source with the inconsistent testimony, they may fail to discount
this testimony. Thus, conditions that produce
strong person organization should lead jurors
to make different verdict judgments than
conditions of weak person organization even
when the actual content of the items is identical.
In the present research, our strategy was
to present jurors with different testimony
patterns (i.e., high vs. low person focus).
Previous theoretical and empirical work (e.g.,
Ostrom, Pryor, Pusateri, & Mitchell, 1984)
indicates that person organization will be
strong under the high person focus condition.
On the other hand, strong person-to-item
associations are likely to be disrupted under
conditions of low person focus resulting in
little person organization. Strong person organization should play a role in juror's verdicts
because it would facilitate jurors recognizing
the discountable nature of the inconsistent
testimony.
Cognitive Elaboration Models
Several recent theoretical formulations have
attempted to provide an understanding of the
relation between memory and judgment processes (N. H. Anderson & Hubert, 1963;
Lingle & Ostrom, 1979, 1981; Lingle, Geva,
Ostrom, Leippe, & Baumgardner, 1979; Ostrom et al., 1980; Wyer & Srull, 1981; Wyer,
Srull, & Gordon, 1984). Both memory and
judgment are important in the legal trial
setting. Because jurors are not permitted to
record any of the testimony presented, verdicts must be based on the jurors' recollections
of trial events. It is of interest to know, for
example, what trial facts jurors have available
in memory when they begin the deliberation
process. Also of interest is whether jurors'
spontaneous reactions (e.g., inferences) to
trial testimony influence their verdicts.
Two distinct theoretical formulations in
the person impression formation literature
are relevant. The first assumes that stimulus
information about a person and judgments
about the person are stored separately in
memory (N. H. Anderson & Hubert, 1963;
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Carlston, 1980; Dreben, Fiske, & Hastie,
1979; Ostrom et al., 1980). According to
these models, each memory system is independently sampled when making subsequent
judgments of the person. Ostrom et al. (1980)
further suggest that once an initial judgment
of a person has been made, the implications
of this initial judgment often take priority in
subsequent judgments, and the original stimulus items have little influence (Lingle, 1983;
Lingle, Dukerich & Ostrom, 1983; Lingle et
al., 1979; Lingle & Ostrom, 1979).
Wyer et al. (1984; see also, Wyer & Srull,
1981) challenged these independent retrieval
models and proposed an integrated representation model. They suggested that individuals
actively and continuously respond to new
events in their stimulus field. As subjects
make inferences and judgments about a person, a more general cognitive representation
of the stimulus person is formed, and this
representation, rather than the information
itself, serves as the primary basis for subsequent judgments of persons or events to
which it is relevant. Although the model
allows for the possibility that the original
stimulus information is independently stored
in memory, this information is not assumed
to be the basis for judgments. Judgments, it
is suggested, are based on a selective, rather
than exhaustive search of information relevant
to the judgment in memory.
This integrated representation model for
persons is very similar to a recently developed
story construction model of the jurors' predeliberation task (Pennington, 1981; Pennington & Hastie, 198 Ib). According to the
story construction model, jurors actively attempt to construct a plausible account of the
crime while listening to the testimony. That
is, jurors attempt to match the testimony of
witnesses to their own evolving conception
of the action sequence that occurred during
the criminal event. Such attempts are characterized by processes of construction, inference, and credibility evaluation (Hastie, Penrod, & Pennington, 1983). The construction
process involves evaluating each item of testimony for its credibility and its implications
for the developing story.
Thus, as in the integrated representation
model, a more general representation of the
trial events should be formed in the course

of evaluating the testimony. That is, a single
construction (i.e., story) evolves in which the
testimony items and their implications (e.g.,
juror's inferences) are embedded in a judgmental context. The story is analogous to the
integrated representation in the Wyer et al.
(1984) model.
It is expected that jurors' story construction
efforts to resolve the inconsistency in the
testimony will be affected by the level of
person focus in the testimony structures. Of
special interest in the present research are
the jurors' spontaneous cognitive reactions
on learning about the relationship between
the defendant and the deviant witness. In
isolation, this item carries no evidentiary
weight, yet it is the piece of information that
is vital to interpreting the inconsistent testimony. We expected that under high person
focus, where the inconsistent testimony is
presented contiguously with its source, jurors
would explain these events by infering that
the special relationship source is biased and
that the testimony is discountable. Thus,
inferences of bias are likely to be incorporated
into jurors' cognitive representations of the
trial events. When reviewed in the service of
reaching a verdict, the inference of bias should
lead the jurors to rely on the majority opinion.
Thus, their verdicts should be congruent with
the preponderance of evidence established by
the three impartial witnesses.
Low person focus is conceptually equivalent to presenting the source information in
isolation; it makes it much more difficult for
jurors to associate credibility information
with the content of a witness's testimony.
Thus, low person focus jurors' attempts to
form a coherent account of the criminal
event and trial testimony are less likely to
include inferences that the information provided by the special relationship source is
biased.
When discounting does occur, because the
impartial witnesses were in agreement, verdicts should be congruent with this preponderance. When the inference of bias is absent
from jurors' cognitive representations, the
inconsistent items are likely to be weighted
equally with the other testimony items producing verdicts less congruent with the majority. This analysis further suggests that it is
possible for high and low person focus jurors
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to recall the same factual testimony items
but that it is the meaning imparted to the
items at encoding that is significant for reaching a verdict.
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Present Research
The following studies were designed to
examine the effects inconsistency and credibility information in a complex multiple
source, multiple communication criminal trial
situation. Specifically, Experiment 1 enabled
us to determine whether cognitive person
organization and verdict are affected by the
level of person focus inherent in the testimony
structure. We were also able to examine
whether previously observed inconsistency effects would generalize to this more complex
stimulus structure. Experiment 2 explored
the possibility that jurors' concomitant cognitive reactions at encoding play a role in
jurors' subsequent verdicts.
Experiment 1
The main purpose of Experiment 1 was to
test the predicted effects of person focus on
cognitive organization and inconsistency discounting in verdicts. The study was also
designed to examine several subsidiary issues:
(a) the effects of presenting subjects with
judgment versus memory set instructions
(Hamilton, Katz, & Leirer, 1980) and (b) the
effects of the order of measuring judgment
versus recall responses.
Method
Overview. Each subject read a courtroom transcript
of a criminal trial that included a case summary and the
testimony of 4 witnesses concerning each of four separate
evidence issues. The subject-jurors were later asked both
to recall all of the presented testimony and to reach a
verdict. The independent variables were person focus
(high or low), trial replications (guilty or innocent),
instruction set (judgment or memory), dependent task
order (verdict or recall first) and control (primacy or
recency). All independent variables were varied between
subjects with equal n per cell.
Subjects. Subjects were 64 female and 32 male paid
volunteers who responded to an advertisement in the
University newspaper requesting participants for a psychology experiment. Subjects received $3.00 for their
participation.
Procedure.
Subjects were met individually by an
experimenter and taken to a small room. Subjects were
informed that they would read portions of a transcript
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of a criminal trial and the testimony of witnesses. The
trial information was presented in two phases. The first
phase contained a general summary of the case that
described the nature of the criminal event, the location
and time of the event, and the names of the defendant
and the victim. It was designed to be general; neither
incriminating nor absolving evidence was contained in
the summary.
The second phase of the trial was the transcript
containing testimony of the witnesses questioned during
the trial. Testimony items were in a question and answer
format; the lawyer asked questions to which the witnesses
responded. Four witnesses were questioned about each
of four evidence issues. The testimony was presented in
a four-page booklet with four testimony items on each
page. Subjects were paced through the booklets at a rate
of 30 s per page.
After reading the testimony, subjects performed a
distractor task. They were told that in addition to our
interest in criminal trials, we were also concerned with
perceptions of crime severity. Subjects were presented
with a stack of 4 X 6 cm index cards on which were
typed the labels of crime categories (e.g., rape, espionage,
theft). They were asked to rank order the cards on the
dimension of crime severity.'
Following the distractor task, subjects completed the
verdict and free-recall dependent measures. The order of
the two measures was counterbalanced across subjects.
After completing both measures, subjects were debriefed,
paid, and thanked for their participation. The experimental session took approximately 40 min.
Trial replications. Two criminal trial replications
were created in which the preponderance of evidence
was variable. One conveyed guilt (guilty case) and the
other innocence (innocent case). Preponderance was determined by the evidence provided by the three impartial
witnesses. In the guilty replication (a murder trial), the
evidence consistently implied guilt and in the innocent
replication (a hit and run fatality), it implied innocence.
Four categories of testimony were given in each trial
replication. In the guilty case, each witness was questioned
about the defendant's motive to murder the deceased
(e.g.. The deceased was responsible for the defendant
losing his job), the likelihood that the defendant had
sufficient opportunity to commit the murder (e.g., He
said that he intended to go to the deceased's apartment
after work the evening of the murder), her evaluation of
the defendant's character (e.g., He was generally a shorttempered worker), and her relationship to the defendant
(e.g., He worked for me, I was his boss). In the innocent
case, each witness was questioned about the defendant's
driving ability (e.g., He's a conscientious driver, I've
always felt comfortable riding with him), whether the

1
This task was selected because it was highly involving
and was perceived by subjects to be relevant to the legal
setting of the experiment. This task, unlike some typical
distractor tasks (e.g., counting backward by 3's from a
3-digit number), was not likely to raise suspicions among
verdict subjects that this was really a memory test. With
such a task, short-term memory effects would be eliminated, and it is unlikely that subjects would be able to
differentially rehearse any of the testimony items.
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defendant was driving in the vicinity of the accident (e.g.,
No, he dropped me off at work which is about 12 miles
from the scene of the accident, 5 min before it occurred),
her evaluation of the defendant's character (e.g., He's a
responsible person), and her relationship to the defendant
(e.g., I'm a rider in the same car pool as the defendant).
A more complete example of the stimulus materials can
be found in the Appendix.
High versus low person focus.
Under conditions of
high person focus, witnesses were questioned one at a
time. Each witness' responses to the four evidence questions were sequentially contiguous and appeared on one
page. The order that the four evidence categories appeared
on the page was counterbalanced across the 4 witnesses
by means of a 4 X 4 Latin Square.
Under conditions of low person focus, the 16 testimony
items were organized by evidence categories. Responses
from all 4 witnesses to a single evidence category appeared
contiguously on a single page. Thus, subjects were told
that the lawyer would ask the group of witnesses about
a single evidence issue (e.g., concerning motive) before
the next evidence issue question (e.g., opportunity) was
posed. The order in which the 4 witnesses were questioned
across the four pages of evidence was counterbalanced
by means of a 4 X 4 Latin Square.
Inconsistent testimony. Witnesses were portrayed as
having no prior association with one another. All witnesses
in both the guilty and innocent cases were female. The
trial testimony for both cases was constructed such that
3 of the witnesses would have no vested interest in the
outcome of the case (e.g., a cabdriver or a car-pool
acquaintance). The testimony offered by these impartial
witnesses determined the preponderance of evidence (guilt
or innocence). It contained some material that was
neutral with respect to the defendant's guilt or innocence.
The special relationship witness provided testimony
that was inconsistent with the preponderance of evidence
established by the other 3 witnesses. This witness, as
denned by her relationship to the defendant, had an
apparent vested interest in the outcome of the case. In
the guilty case, it was the defendant's sister who provided
absolving testimony (e.g., that the defendant had no
motive to commit the murder, nor the opportunity
because he was at the movies at the time of the murder).
In the innocent case, the defendant's ex-wife provided
the incriminating testimony (e.g., that the defendant is a
careless driver, never obeying traffic signs and that she
saw his car in the vicinity of the accident).2
In the high person focus condition, the witness providing
inconsistent testimony is always the third witness to
testify. The relationship of this witness to the defendant
was the last piece of testimony provided by this witness.
This was done to ensure that subjects would attend to
the inconsistent items and not discount them as invalid
before they were fully encoded. In the low person focus
condition, the "relationship to the defendant" question
was always the third evidence issue about which witnesses
were questioned. The special relationship witness was the
second witness to respond to that question.
Primacy-recency control. A variable was added to
the design to control for primacy or recency effects that
may be associated with the location of inconsistent
testimony items. This is a potential problem because by
the very nature of the person focus manipulation, it is
impossible to place the inconsistent items in the same

serial position under both conditions. It is possible,
through creating subreplications within the guilty and
innocent case replications, to control for the possible
influence of primacy or recency effects when testing the
person focus factor. This is done by varying the content
and location of the consistent testimony items.
To rule out primacy effects (i.e., where primacy effects
would produce the opposite of our prediction), a subreplication was constructed in which the inconsistent items
were earlier in the sequence for high person focus than
low person focus. The control for recency effects involved
a subreplication where the inconsistent items were earlier
in the sequence for low person focus than high person
focus.
Memory versus judgment instruction set. Before reading the case summary, subjects were provided with instructions regarding their processing goal (or set). Subjects
in the memory set condition were told that we were
interested in what facts jurors have available to talk
about when they begin jury deliberations. They were told
that they would not have to deliberate with other jurors,
but that they would be asked to write down the gist of
all the testimony items presented during the criminal
trial. No mention was made of reaching a verdict.
Subjects in the judgment set were told that we were
interested in how jurors go about evaluating trial testimony
and come to a decision of guilt or innocence. They were
instructed that their task was to reach a verdict based on
the trial testimony presented. They were shown the guiltinnocence rating scale they would complete at the end
of the trial but were not informed that they would also
be asked to recall the trial testimony.
Dependent measures. All subjects were asked to
arrive at a verdict. Verdicts were measured on a 21-point
rating scale ranging from -10, (labeled definitely guilty)
through 0 to 10, (labeled definitely innocent). Subjects
were instructed to circle the number on the scale that
best corresponded to their assessment of the defendant's
guilt or innocence.
All subjects were also asked to recall the testimony
items that were presented during the criminal trial. They
were provided a recall sheet on which there were 16
blank lines and were instructed to write one testimony
item per line in any order that the items came to mind.
Subjects were instructed not to worry about recalling

2
Pilot data from 20 college students suggested that
subjects are likely to infer bias on the part of witnesses
who appear to have a vested interest in the outcome of
the case. These subjects were provided with a summary
of the criminal trial and the type of testimony provided
by each witness (including the relationship of the witnesses
to the defendant). All subjects indicated that they would,
at minimum, be suspicious of the sister's (ex-wife's)
testimony and that this testimony was probably biased
(e.g., such that the sister was trying to cover up for her
brother or the ex-wife was trying to get even with her exhusband for some reason). Thus, when these special
relationships to the defendant are salient, subjects question
the validity of the testimony offered by these witnesses
and the witnesses' credibility. Evidence that subjects
question the motives of untrustworthy sources can also
be found in the attitude and persuasion literature (e.g.,
see Mills & Jellison, 1967).
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either the names of the witnesses or the exact wording
of the witnesses answers to the lawyer's questions. They
were allowed a maximum of 7 min to recall the testimony
items. Items were scored as correct if the gist of the
items was provided.
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Results and Discussion
Our primary hypotheses were that (a) the
organization of the testimony structure (i.e.
high vs. low person focus) would directly
influence jurors' cognitive organization of the
testimony such that the testimony items
should be organized according to person categories more in the high than the low person
focus condition and (b) jurors' verdicts would
differ in the different person focus conditions.
That is, jurors in the high person focus
condition are expected to infer that the special
relationship source is biased and to discount
the inconsistent testimony as they attempt to
construct a logical account of the criminal
event. As a result, their verdicts should be
more in agreement with the preponderance
of evidence than in the low person focus
conditions. Both hypotheses were strongly
supported.
Person organization. The measure of person organization used in the present study
was the "adjusted ratio of clustering" (ARC)
proposed by Roencker, Thompson, and
Brown (1971) and advocated by Murphy
(1979) and Ostrom et al.,(1981). ARC measures the extent to which items within a
defined category are reproduced contiguously
in free recall. An ARC score of 1.00 corresponds to perfect categorical clustering and a
score of 0.00 corresponds to chance clustering.
The free-recall data were scored according to
a general meaning criterion. As predicted,
high person focus led to strong person organization in memory (M ARC = .47), whereas
low person focus produced little cognitive
person organization3 (M ARC = .04), F(l,
64) = 20.30, p < .001. No other effects on
ARC were significant.
Verdict. The verdict data were converted
to a scale of agreement with the preponderance
of evidence (10) to disagreement with the
preponderance of evidence (—10). If our hypothesis about discounting being more likely
in the high than low person focus condition
is correct, then verdicts should be higher
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II

under high than low person focus. Examination of the verdict data confirmed this prediction. Verdict scores were more in agreement with the preponderance, following high
(M =3.13) than low (M = 1.19) person focus
conditions, F(\, 64) = 4.99, p < .03. The effect of person focus was highly robust. It
generalized across trial replications (F - 0.31),
instruction set (F = 0.42), dependent task
order (F = 1.39) and primacy-recency control
(F = 0.36) factors.4
Several additional analyses were performed
to determine whether the amount and the
content of the testimony items recalled differed as a function of person focus. It is
important to determine whether the person
focus manipulation affects the kind of information available in memory during the verdict decision phase. If such recall differences
exist, they could be producing the verdict
effect rather than it being produced by differences in jurors' stories or other general cognitive representation of the trial events.
The total number of testimony items recalled did not differ significantly between
high (M = 10.83) and low (M = 9.96) person
focus conditions, F(l, 64) = 2.30, p < .13.
Other studies have also shown that this kind
of person focus manipulation has no effect
on total recall (Ostrom et al., 1984). Thus,
comparable levels of recall result from structuring the testimony by person and by evi3
Our low person focus manipulation made evidence
issues salient as organizing categories. Therefore, we also
examined subjects' recall protocols for evidence issue
organization. The effects were symmetrical to the person
organization results. Evidence issue organization was
strong (M ARC = .52) following low person focus and
weak following high person focus (M ARC = .04), F(\,
64) = 22.33, p < .001. This pattern of results for ARC
was also observed in Experiment 2.
4
There were, however, two higher order interactions
involving person focus: They were Person Focus X Trial
Replication X Control, F(l, 64) = 9.02, p < .004, and
Person Focus X Dependent Task Order X Trial Replication X Control, fU, 64) = 4.37, p < .04. The means
were examined to determine if the person focus main
effect held under all conditions. It was found that the
main effect held for three of the four conditions involved
in the three-way interaction, but was reversed in the
Guilty X Recency condition. Also, the person focus main
effect held for six of the eight conditions involved in the
four-way interaction, but was reversed in the Judgment X
Innocent X Recency and in the Judgment X Guilty X
Primacy conditions. We have no explanations for these
reversals.
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dence categories.5 We further examined the
recall protocols to determine if the content
of that recalled differed as a function of
person focus.
We were interested in the likelihood of
jurors recalling the consistent and inconsistent
testimony items. Recent person memory research has shown that when subjects are
encouraged to integrate all available information into a unified impression, events inconsistent with an initial impression are favored in recall (Crocker et al., 1983; Erber
& Fiske, 1984; Hastie, 1980; Hastie & Kumar,
1979; Srull, 1981; Srull, Lichtenstein, &
Rothbart, 1985). Our more specific interest
concerns the possibility that such differences
in recall could be related to judgments (i.e.,
verdicts).
Recall of consistent and inconsistent testimony items was examined as proportions of
the consistent (i.e., the 12 items agreeing with
the preponderance of evidence) and the inconsistent (i.e., the 4 testimony items offered
by the special relationship witness) items
recalled. The proportions of consistent and
inconsistent items jurors recalled were entered
as a repeated measure into an analysis of
variance (ANOVA). The analysis indicated that
there was a main effect for the testimony
consistency variable, such that subjects recalled a greater proportion of inconsistent
(M = .76) than consistent (M = .62) items,
F(\, 64) = 36.22, p < .001. This variable did
not interact with person focus or any of the
other variables.
This result is congruent with both the
integrated representation and the story construction models, which place special emphasis on perceivers' encoding elaborations. Both
models predict that jurors will actively respond to the testimony items and will attempt
to explain the inconsistency (Hastie, 1984).
For a coherent story to be derived, the inconsistency must be resolved. Consequently, inconsistent items should receive extra processing and be retained in working memory
longer as subjects search for explanatory information (Hastie & Kumar, 1979). The
probability of retrieving a particular item is
directly related to the number of associative
paths that link that item to other testimony
items (Hastie, 1980, 1984; Srull, 1981). According to this analysis, inconsistent testimony

items would be favored in recall. This result
suggests that there is a more elaborate memory representation for the inconsistent items
leading to their relatively high levels of recall.
An issue of prime importance in the present study was whether jurors recalled the
special relationship item. Availability of this
item is particularly interesting because the
item by itself is neither consistent or inconsistent with the preponderance of evidence.
In isolation, it essentially carries no evidentiary weight. Note, however, that this item is
vital to interpreting the inconsistent testimony.
If jurors did not have the special relationship
source item available in memory there would
be no way that they could use it for interpreting the unreliable nature of the inconsistent testimony.
Consequently, jurors' free-recall protocols
were examined to determine whether recall
for the special relationship source item differed as a function of person focus. No
difference was found between the high and
low person focus conditions. Ninety-two percent of the jurors in both conditions recalled
this source item; it was the best recalled of
all the testimony items (on the average, the
remaining items were recalled by only 63.2%
of the jurors). Thus, low as well as high
person focus jurors had the relevant information but appear to have used it differently
in their verdicts.
In the various retrieval analyses, we found
no differences between the high and low
person focus jurors for literal recall of the
testimony items. The encoding elaboration
models summarized previously (Wyer et al.,
1984; Pennington, 1981) allow for the possibility that the original stimulus information
can be stored in memory. However, there also
exists in these models a more general representation of the event that is formed as the
perceiver encodes the information (e.g., including inferences, judgments, elaborations).
At a later point in time, when a judgment is
requested, perceivers may recall and use the

!
Recall differed as a function of the primacy-recency
control. Subjects in the recency condition recalled more
testimony items (M = 11.03) than did subjects in the
primacy conditions (M = 9.71), f l l > 64) = 5.67, p <
.02. None of the other variables had significant effects
on total recall.
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content of this representation as a basis for
their judgment rather than recalling the original information.
In such models it is possible for peifceivers
to have the same factual information in
memory but to have imparted different
meaning to the information (e.g., inferences)
that would not be reflected in free recall. In
the present context, we have suggested that
the crucial difference between high and low
person jurors involves an inference of bias
on the part of the deviant witness leading to
discounting of the inconsistent testimony.
This information may be part of a more
general cognitive representation, but not
something our jurors report when they are
asked to recall the testimony items presented.
A major goal of Experiment 2 was to
explore the possibility that spontaneous elaborations on learning of the relationship between the defendant and the deviant witness
differed between high and low person focus
jurors. We expect that high person focus
jurors' efforts to resolve the inconsistency
will include inferences of bias and discounting
of the inconsistent testimony much more
frequently than will the efforts of low person
focus jurors. Thus, in Experiment 2 we examined the content of jurors' cognitive reactions directly following their learning of the
special relationship information.
Before proceeding with Experiment 2, we
comment briefly on the instruction set (judgment or memory) and the dependent task
order (verdict or memory first) manipulations
of Experiment 1. Neither of these manipulations had major effects on verdict, person
organization, or the various recall measures.
Previous research using individual trait or
behavioral information has found greater recall and categorical clustering with impression
than with memory tasks (Hamilton et al.,
1980; Srull, 1983; Wyer & Gordon, 1982).
One reason for this discrepency is that when
presented with trial testimony, subjects spontaneously adopt the evaluative story construction mode of processing the information
(Pennington, 1981) regardless of the particular
instruction given to subjects. As a result, the
judgment-memory manipulation that is successful with unconnected items of trait and
behavioral information is unsuccessful with
trial testimony information.

In Experiment 2, the instruction set and
dependent task order manipulations were
eliminated. All jurors were provided with the
judgment (verdict) instruction and verdicts
were always measured before the jurors'
memory for the testimony was assessed.
Experiment 2
This study is similar to Experiment 1. That
is, subjects assumed the role of a juror and
the testimony was presented under either
high or low person focus. The presentation
of the inconsistent testimony was implemented exactly as in Experiment 1. The
primary difference is that Experiment 2 measured subjects' cognitive reactions to the testimony at encoding. This permitted us to
examine the implications of encoding elaboration models more directly than was possible
in Experiment 1.
Method
Subjects and design. Twenty-six female and 22 male
introductory psychology students participated as subjects
in partial fulfillment of a course requirement. The experimental design was a 2 X 2 X 2 between-subjects factorial with the following factors: Person Focus (high or
low), Trial Replications (guilty or innocent), and Control
(primacy or recency). Six subjects were randomly assigned
to each of the eight conditions.
Procedure. Subjects were run in groups of 1 to 4
subjects. They were escorted to a large experimental
room and seated at a table so that they could not see
the materials or responses of other subjects. As in Experiment 1, subjects were provided with instructions introducing them to their role as a juror (i.e., to evaluate the
testimony and reach a verdict decision) and the format
of the testimony booklet.
When the testimony and cognitive response measures
were completed, subjects performed the same 5-min
distractor task used in Experiment 1. Directly following
their verdict rating, all jurors were provided with a recall
booklet containing 16 pages.6 Jurors were asked to try

6
Note that booklet free recall differs from the singlepage recall used in Experiment 1. The booklet method
was used in Experiment 2 because it eliminates some
disadvantages associated with the single-page recall procedure. With single-page recall, subjects can see all of
the responses they write down and can use these responses
as cues to recalling other items. It is possible for subjects
to leave blanks between spaces so that they can go back
and fill them in when the response comes to mind.
Because we were specifically interested in the order in
which the items spontaneously came to mind and not in
how subjects could reorder them after the items were
recalled, we chose to use the one-item-per-page recall
format. The booklet format provides a clearer measure
of the organization as items spontaneously come to mind.
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and recall all of the testimony items presented during
the trial. They were told to write one item per page, to
write the items in any order they came to mind and that
exact wording was not important. They were further
instructed that once they had turned a page that they
should not turn back. Recall was again scored according
to a general meaning criterion.
Testimony booklets and person focus. The two criminal
trial replications (guilty and innocent) from Experiment
1 were used in this study. One limitation of the first
study was that we had no control over how the subjects
encoded each of the four items on any given page of
testimony. That is, when a block of testimony (i.e.,
denned by a witness or evidence issue question) was
presented on a single page, subjects were free to read the
items in any order they liked. Also, this presentation
format allowed subjects to reread items and establish
associations between specific testimony items. We have
no way of knowing what subjects did under these circumstances.
In general, information flows sequentially and we, as
perceivers, are not usually afforded the luxury of having
information repeated (e.g., rereading items in this situation). Therefore, the testimony booklets in the present
study were modified such that only one question and one
response appeared on each page. The ordering of the
witnesses and questions for the high and low person focus
conditions, however, remained unchanged from Experiment 1.
In the high person focus condition, witnesses were
again questioned one at a time and their responses
appeared in a contiguous uninterrupted sequence. However, six pages of testimony were associated with each
witness rather than one page. One page identified the
witness (e.g., Your Honor, I have four questions for
Susan.) and the following four pages contained one
testimony item per page. The sixth page was blank; it
was included to provide a breaking point at which
subjects' cognitive responses were measured. All of the
pages for one witness appeared on the same color of
paper and each witness was associated with a different
color. Subjects were informed about the color scheme to
help them differentiate the witnesses. Ten seconds of
reading time was allowed for each page of testimony.
In the low person focus condition, witnesses' responses
to a single evidence issue appeared again in a contiguous,
uninterrupted sequence but on separate pages. The first
page identified the evidence issue question (e.g., Your
Honor, I'd like to ask the four witnesses to evaluate the
defendant's character.) and the next four pages contained
the testimony of each witness responding to the question.
Again, the sixth page was blank. As for persons, all of
the responses associated with a single question appeared
on one color of paper and each question was associated
with a different color.
Cognitive elaboration measure. Subjects were told
that as they read through the testimony they would come
across some blank pages. They were instructed as follows:
When you come to a blank page, . . . I would like
you to write down all the thoughts that are going
through your mind about the criminal trial. You can
write the thoughts on the blank sheets of paper you
have before you. Please use your own words and write
down all the thoughts going through your mind.

Thus, subjects were asked to write out their thoughts at
four separate points during the testimony presentation
(i.e., after each block of testimony items). They were
allowed 3 min on each occasion.

Results and Discussion
The primary goal of Experiment 2 was to
examine the possibility that efforts to resolve
the inconsistency in the testimony differed
between high and low person focus jurors.
Before examining these data, however, it is
important to demonstrate that the changes
in procedure from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 did not lead to meaningful changes
in the results on the major dependent variables measured in Experiment 1.
Two substantial changes in procedure were
made in Experiment 2. The evidence items
were presented one-to-a-page, and the testimony display was intermittently disrupted by
measuring jurors' spontaneous cognitive responses. Despite these differences, both the
verdict and person organization findings of
Experiment 1 were replicated in the present
study. Strong person organization was observed following high (M ARC = .72) but not
low (M ARC = .07) person focus, f\l, 40) =
25.39, p < .001. No other variables had
significant effects on ARC. As in Experiment
1, verdicts were higher following high
(M = 4.00) than low (M = 0.33) person focus,
F([, 40) = 7.91, p < .008. None of the other
main effects or interactions were significant,
again supporting the robustness of this effect.7
We again analyzed several recall measures
to examine the amount and content of the
testimony recalled. These results largely replicate those of Experiment 1. The total number of testimony items recalled was slightly
greater following high (M = 12.08) than low
(M = 10.79) person focus, F(l, 40) = 3.15,
p < .08. There were no other significant
effects on total recall.
Recall protocols when examined for the
proportion of consistent and inconsistent
items reported suggested that jurors recalled
a slightly greater proportion of inconsistent
(M = .76) than consistent (M = .70) items,

' The Person Focus X Trial Replications X Control
interaction observed in Experiment 1 was not replicated
in Experiment 2, HI, 40) = .07, p = .80. Thus that effect appears spurious.
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F(l, 40) = 3.47, p<.07. Unlike the first
study, however, this main effect was qualified
by a significant Person Focus X Testimony
Consistency interaction, F(l, 40) = 5.66,
p < .02. This interaction indicated that high
person focus jurors were equally likely to
recall inconsistent (M = .74) and consistent
(M = .78) items, but that low person focus
jurors recall inconsistent (M = .76) better than
consistent (M - .64) items.
Different cognitive processes may be driving
recall for inconsistent items in the high and
low person focus conditions. When inconsistent items are presented separately from their
source, as in low person focus, attempts to
resolve the inconsistency should lead to inconsistent items being more elaboratively encoded (Hastie, 1980, 1984; Srull, 1981). It
appears as though these jurors try to resolve
the inconsistency within the evidence category
and fail to make cross-category associations.
Such encoding leads to a greater number of
associative paths to the inconsistent items,
and thus to their increased probability of
being recalled. In the high person focus condition, inconsistent items are presented contiguously with the special relationship source
item (i.e., the discounting one). This source
information provides jurors with an explanation for the inconsistent testimony. We
suggest that jurors interpret the inconsistent
information as biased and form a well-organized subschema for the biased testimony.
This strategy would also lead to high recall
of inconsistent items, as organization facilitates recall (Hastie, 1980; Srull, 1981, 1983).
It is possible that the differences in recall
of consistent and inconsistent items between
Experiments 1 and 2 are a result of the
cognitive elaboration procedure used in Experiment 2. This thought-listing procedure
explicitly encouraged jurors to try to resolve
inconsistencies and provided them with the
time needed for such a task. An important
similarity across the two studies is that recall
for consistent items by low person focus
jurors is lower than recall for consistent items
by high person focus jurors or recall of
inconsistent items by either type of juror.
This pattern suggests that the encoding of
consistent items is interfered with when an
explanation for the inconsistency is not readily
available.
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As was found in Experiment 1, however,
the information needed to explain the inconsistent testimony was not differentially available in memory for high and low person
focus jurors. That is, jurors were equally
likely to recall the special relationship item
following high (100%) and low (96%) person
focus and this did not interact with the other
variables. Also replicating Experiment 1, this
source item was the best recalled of all the
testimony items. Thus, it does not appear
that the difference in discounting between
the high and low person focus jurors originates
from differential retrieval of the special source
item. We next consider the possibility that
high and low person focus jurors may impart
different meaning to this item and use it
differently in evaluating the believability of
the inconsistent testimony.
Analysis of Encoding Elaborations
A primary purpose of Experiment 2 was
to examine the possibility that jurors' cognitive responses to the special relationship
source item (a) differed as a function of high
and low person focus at encoding and (b)
were related to jurors' verdicts. We were
particularly interested in jurors' cognitive responses directly following the third block of
testimony in which the special relationship
source was revealed.8
Interest centered on whether jurors, in
their listing of their thoughts, (a) mentioned
the relationship of this witness to the defendant, and (b) if the relationship was mentioned, was any bias perceived by the jurors.
Two independent raters scored the cognitive
responses as 0 if the relationship was not
mentioned, as 1 if the relationship was mentioned but no bias was indicated, and as 2 if
both the relationship and possible bias was
mentioned. Interrater reliability was very high,

'For low person focus subjects, we also included
thoughts following the fourth block of testimony (this
was not necessary for high person focus). It is possible
that these subjects did not infer bias immediately on
learning of this relationship, but they may have paid
particular attention to what the special relationship source
said in the next block. As a result, they may then
associate this source with the inconsistent testimony and
discount the validity of the special relationship source's
testimony.
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Table I
Frequency of Subjects Who Mentioned or
Perceived Bias in the Testimony of the Special
Relationship Witness in Experiment 2
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Condition
High person
focus
Low person
focus

Did not
mention
relationship

Mentioned
relationship
but did not
perceive
bias

Mentioned
relationship
and
perceived
bias

0

4

20

6

9

9

Note. x!U, N = 48) = 12.10, p < .01.

r(46) = .96, p < .001. Raters resolved the
discrepancies through discussion. As predicted, there were clear differences in the
reports of high and low person focus jurors.
The frequencies of each type of cognitive
response data appear in Table 1. A x2 analysis
indicated that jurors were much more likely
to be suspicious and perceive bias following
high than low person focus x 2 (2) = 12.10,
p<.0l.
This overall x2 test has two components.
One tests whether jurors' mere mentioning
of the special relationship source differed as
a function of person focus. This analysis
revealed that jurors were likelier to mention
this item following high (100%) than low
(75%) person focus x2 (1) = 6.86, p < .01.
Given that the special relationship item was
mentioned, the second x2 test examined
whether perception of bias differed as a function of person focus. High person focus jurors
were more likely to infer bias on the part of
the special relationship source (83%) than
were low person focus jurors (50%), x2 (1) =
5.34, p<. 05.
The inferences of bias described correspond
to a judgment about the trustworthiness of a
source (i.e., the special relationship witness)
and the information provided by that source
(i.e., the inconsistent testimony). It is precisely
this kind of information that is incorporated
into jurors' more general cognitive representations (e.g., stories) that may play a role in
subsequent judgments but is not reflected in
free recall of the testimony (see Wyer et al.,
1984; Carlston, 1980; tingle & Ostrom, 1979;
Lingle et al., 1979; Wyer & Srull, 1981).

When this inference is made at encoding, the
implication for subsequent verdicts is that
they are more congruent with the preponderance of evidence.
To examine the possibility that these cognitive elaborations contributed to jurors' verdicts, we performed a higherarchical regression analysis in which jurors' cognitive response scores were added to the model after
the person focus, trial replication, and control
variables. This analysis showed that cognitive
responses accounted for a significant increment in the variance in verdicts beyond that
accounted for by the independent variables.
That is, the full ANOVA model explained
22.3% of the variance in verdicts; adding
cognitive responses as a predictor accounted
for 56.6% of the variance, an increment of
about 34%, F(l, 39) - 30.90, p < .0001.
General Discussion
Inconsistency and Judgment
The present research examined the effects
of contradictory testimony and source credibility information on judgments in a complex
multiple source, multiple communication
criminal trial setting. Thus each item presented is considered in a specific judgment
context and the trial setting provided an
event to tie the items together (as in a story).
In contrast, the previous discounting and
inconsistency research presented subjects with
disjointed traits (e.g., N. H. Anderson &
Jacobson, 1965; N. H. Anderson, 1967) or
behaviors (Crocker et al., 1983; Hastie, 1980,
1984; Srull, 1981; Wyer & Gordon, 1982)
and the source of the items is not identified.
In such settings it is impossible to construct
a narrative or meaningfully assess the credibility of information.
The major contribution of the present research is to our understanding of the cognitive
mechanisms that mediate inconsistency discounting. Previous theories of inconsistency
discounting typically did not involve an analysis of how information is cognitively represented or a consideration of the encoding or
retrieval mechanisms that mediate discounting (e.g., N. H. Anderson, 1967; N. H. Anderson & Jacobson, 1965; Hendrick & Costantani, 1970; Kaplan, 1973; Rosenbaum &
Levin, 1968, 1969). According to these the-
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ories, discounting involves weighing inconsistent elements less than consistent elements
in overall judgments (e.g., impressions). The
concept of weight merely summarizes the
functional impact of an information item on
the resulting judgment. Such theories would
explain the present judgment findings by
observing that the inconsistent information
was given more weight under low than under
high person focus conditions.
The present results are in harmony with
this weight explanation. However, they take
us beyond examining only the functional
effects of inconsistency. An important aspect
of the present research is that we were able
to bring together the previous discounting
research with current models concerning
memory for inconsistent information. We
examined both encoding and retrieval processes that potentially mediate discounting of
inconsistent elements from an unreliable
source.
The present results contribute to our understanding of discounting by establishing
that discounting occurs in the context of
jurors generating an integrated cognitive representation (or story) of the trial events. Further, this construction is a function of both
the actual stimulus items and jurors' own
spontaneous reactions (e.g., evaluations and
structured inferences). This conception provides us with a more complete understanding
of the discounting process than did the previous theories. That is, by measuring jurors'
concomitant cognitive responses at encoding,
we observed that jurors can explicitly take
into consideration the source's motives or
intentions for providing the inconsistent testimony. Such encoding elaborations are absent, however, when jurors fail to make this
association at encoding (as under our low
person focus condition). Through the generation of such elaborations, jurors impart very
different meaning and thus form very different
cognitive representations in response to the
same objective testimony items. When reviewed to reach a verdict, these representations lead high and low person focus jurors
to different verdicts.

nitive tasks such as recall. The present findings
offer an extension of that work into areas of
cognitive responses and social judgments. It
shows that when person categories are formed
(under high person focus conditions), those
categories will actually be used as a basis for
drawing inferences about the persons. When
the same multiple person, multiple communication stimulus items are learned under
low person focus conditions, the resulting
inferences and judgments show little evidence
of person organization.
The role of person organization in social
judgments, however, should differ depending
on whether the judgments are stimulus-based
or memory-based (Lingle et al., 1979; Ostrom
et al., 1980). It appears that this trial judgment
setting leads to stimulus-based rather than
memory-based judgments. That is, when the
testimony items are presented our jurors
appear to continuously evaluate the testimony
with respect to the judgment (verdict) criterion. The judgment is an integral portion of
the story constructed during testimony presentation. The jurors did not, as would be
the case for memory-based judgments, store
the separate information items in long-term
memory without regard to a judgment criterion and did not retrieve them later when
the judgment criterion was identified by a
request for a judgment.
The role of person organization in memorybased judgments could better be studied in a
context where, at encoding, no judgment
criterion is implicitly or explicitly cued. When
later asked to make a judgment, subjects
would have to base it on the judgment relevant
information that can be retrieved from memory (Hastie et al., 1984). In a series of studies
that meet these criteria, Ostrom et al. (1984)
demonstrated that when subjects evince strong
cognitive person organization they made more
accurate likability ratings of stimulus persons
than when person organization was weak. In
addition, subjects who cognitively individuated stimulus persons were more affected
by social influence attempts than were subjects who did not organize the information
by persons.

Person Organization and Social Judgment

Applied Implications

Previous research on the concept of person
organization (Ostrom et al., 1981; Pryor &
Ostrom, 1981) has focused primarily on cog-

In the criminal justice system the ideal
juror is characterized as a relatively passive,
bias-free recorder of trial information who
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encodes the events of the trial verbatim. This understanding of how jurors will evaluate and
conception is based on an underlying as- use testimony. Lawyers and prosecutors have
sumption of the legal system that the juror control over the sequence in which they
suspends judgment and evaluation until all question and recall witnesses, and the order
the testimony has been presented and that in which they elicit information from witjurors' judgments are based on a retrospective nesses. As shown in the present research,
analysis of the specific evidence stored in manipulating order (and thus likelihood of
memory (Davis, Bray, & Holt, 1977; Pen- jurors making associations between various
nington & Hastie, 198 la; Hastie et al., 1983). items) can have dramatic effects on jurors'
They are assumed to be memory-based. Re- evaluation of trial testimony. Moreover, the
cent models of juror decision making, such verdict and cognitive elaboration findings
as Pennington's (1981) story construction suggest that the credibility of even one witness
model, seriously question the validity of such can substantially impact jurors' verdicts.
assumptions.
The present data also indicate directly that
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Appendix
Sample Testimony Items
The ease summaries and trial testimony from 3
witnesses (the special relationship witness and 2
of the impartial witnesses) testifying about three
of the evidence issues appear below. The guilty
trial replication is presented under high person
focus and the innocent trial replication is presented
under low person focus.
High Person Focus—Guilty Trial Replication
Case Summary
The defendant, Jeffrey T. Williams, was brought
to trial in Franklin County, Ohio, on the date of
September 14, 1977. He was charged with the
shooting murder of one Alex D. Branch. Mr.
Branch was shot four times in his apartment on
the evening of January 17, 1977. Williams pleaded
not guilty to the murder charge. The evidence
presented up to this point does not definitively
establish that the defendant is guilty or innocent.
It was known that the defendant and the deceased
had worked for the same company for about 5
years.
Trial Testimony
Q: Paula, what is your relationship to the defendant?
A: I'm the elevator operator in the apartment
building where the murder took place.
Q: Paula, would you say that the defendant had a
motive to murder the deceased?
A: Well, I heard the defendant shout, "I could kill
you" during an argument with the deceased.
Q: Paula, did the defendant have sufficient opportunity to commit the murder?
A: Yes, I saw him enter the deceased's apartment
on the evening of the murder, before it occurred.
Q: Susan, did the defendant have sufficient opportunity to commit the murder?
A: No, we went to the movies that night, and we
were together at the time of the murder.

Q: Susan, would you say that the defendant had
a motive to murder the deceased?
A: He had no reason to hate the deceased; they
were really good friends.
Q: Susan, what is your relationship to the defendant?
A: I'm his sister.
Q: Diane, did the defendant have sufficient opportunity to commit the murder?
A: He said that he intended to go to the deceased's
apartment after work the evening of the murder.
Q: Diane, what is your relationship to the defendant?
A: He worked for me, I was his boss.
Q: Diane, would you say that the defendant had
a motive to murder the deceased?
A: The deceased was responsible for the defendant
losing his job.
Low Person Focus—Innocent Trial Replication

Case Summary
The defendant, Robert J. Evans, was brought to
trial in Franklin County, Ohio, on the date of
November 16, 1978. He was charged with leaving
the scene of a fatal accident in which an 8-yearold boy, Jeremy Kendall, was hit by a car. The
accident occurred on the north side of town on
the morning of April 10, 1978. The evidence
presented up to this point does not definitively
establish that the defendant is guilty or innocent.
Testimony
Q: Beth, can you comment on the defendant's
driving ability?
A: He's a conscientious driver, I've always felt
comfortable riding with him.
Q: Terri, can you comment on the defendant's
driving ability?
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A: He puts a lot of miles on company cars and
as long as he has been with the company he
has never had an accident.
Q: Donna, can you comment on the defendant's
driving ability?
A: He's a careless driver; he never obeys traffic
signs or traffic laws.
Q: Beth, do you think the defendant was driving
in the vicinity of the accident?
A: No, he dropped me off at work, which is about
12 miles from the scene of the accident, 5
minutes before the accident occurred.
Q: Donna, do you think the defendant was driving
in the vicinity of the accident?
A: Yes, when I heard the child scream, I turned
and saw the defendant speeding away from the
intersection.
Q: Terri, do you think the defendant was driving
in the vicinity of the accident?
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A: 1 don't know, but he arrived at work on time
and seemed in a happy mood.
Q: Terri, what is your relationship to the defendant?
A: I'm the defendant's secretary.
Q: Donna, what is your relationship to the defendant?
A: I'm his ex-wife—1 caught him with another
woman and divorced the rat.
Q: Beth, what is your relationship to the defendant?
A: I'm a rider in the same car pool as the defendant.
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